Welcome, Emeriti
Show & Tell
Birthday, Princess, *Time*, and Book
Explain before revealing
“WE ARE LIVING IN A SPECIAL TIME.”
Adbusters and Time
familiar

Bu · ku

mineral

found in oneself

familiar is a mineral found in oneself
Summer
Read and reflect
Return to glyph thingies
Start new project
Axis Mundi
The Cosmic Axis
Central point of time, space; Supreme support of all, That which all things revolve.
Essence of existence
Symbolized by: celestial ray, Sacred mountains, pillar, Staff, spindle, spear, dart, etc.

Pagoda
Shelter

Eight
Spiritually, 8 is goal of initiate, having passed through 7 stages or heavens, and thus, number of Paradise regained; Regeneration, resurrection
Felicity and perfect rhythm, Bith created new man of grace.

Infinite
Calipers

Spider
Great Mother, Weaver of Destiny
All moon goddesses are spinners and weavers of Fate.
Cosmic Spider, Great Spider, and Great Weaver are the Creator, spinning the thread of life.

Triad
Members of Triads are distinct:
Sun-Moon-Venus,
Taoist: Heaven-Man-Earth
Birth-Life-Death

Trinity
A union of three:
Father-Son-Holy Spirit;
Zeus-Poseidon-Hades.

Womb

Circle
Enlightenment
Eternity
Infinity
Original Perfection
Self
Simultaneity
Totality
Wholeness

Sun
Supreme cosmic power
All-seeing divinity
Motionless being
Sun symbols include a spider at the center of its web with the rays extending in all directions.

Spiral
Solar and lunar powers, air, water
Rolling thunder and lightning
Vortex, Birth and Death
Great creative force, emanation
Expanding, contracting can depict increase and decrease of sun.

Square
Earth: opposed to circle of heavens
Earthly existence
God manifest in creation
Perfect enclosure symbolizing permanence and stability.

Golds: Sun, Divine Power, Immortality
2004
• Corrected heights
• Added an even lighter weight
• Finally provided the Bold with proper ball serif
• Difference in form aside from weights
• Major and minor serifs
Breaking with my two rules
Minion by Robert Slimbach
and Minion Ornaments

Minion by Robert Slimbach
Minion by Robert Slimbach

Today is June 6, 2017

Don’t forget your brother’s birthday today!

MONEY
Nicholas Jenson

Evangelica Praeparatio
1470

Plutarch’s
Lives of Famous Men
1478

Jenson was French
Learned printing in Mainz
Moved to Venice

EP was one of finest early
books printed in Venice
using roman type, called
Jenson-Eusebius.

Jenson commissioned
the finest miniaturists
when producing Classical
texts. He printed over
150 books in 10 years.

D’Asola cont’d Jenson’s
shop when he died and
who was first to add
pagination to books
and included adverts.
Cicéro, petit œil.

Le Directeur à la mode, semblable au Médecin, flatte, console, encourage, entretient la délicatesse & la sensibilité sur soi-même ; il n'ordonne que de petits remèdes benins, & qui se tournent en habitude. On ne fait que tournoyer dans un petit cercle de vertus communes, au-delà desquelles on ne passe jamais généreusement.

Certains Dévots n'aient jamais tant Dieu que lorsqu'ils ont obtenu leurs satisfactions temporelles ; ils ne prient jamais mieux que quand l'esprit & la chair sont contents & qu'ils prient ensemble.

Des faits éloignés de nos yeux
Ces Caractères nous instruisent,
Et par cet Art ingénieux,
Tous les talents s'immortalisent.

Fournier
Manuel Typographique
1764
MANUEL TYPOGRAPHIQUE,

UTILE
AUX GENS DE LETTRES,
& à ceux qui exercent les différentes parties de l’Art de l’Imprimerie.
Par Fournier, le jeune.
TOME I.

A PARIS,
Imprimé par l’Auteur, rue des Postes,
& se vend
Chez Barrou, rue S. Jacques.
M. DCC. LXIV.

MANUEL TYPOGRAPHIQUE.

PREMIÈRE PARTIE.

LA GRAVURE,
OU TAILLE DES POINÇONS.

Pour être un bon Graveur de Caractères, il faut être Typographe, c’est-à-dire, savoir tous les détails du mécanisme de la Fonderie & de l’Imprimerie, afin d’y affûter son travail. Maître de l’art, le Graveur doit tout prévoir dans la fonte & dans l'impression. C’est par là que les Simon de Colines, les Garamond, les

SHOW BOOK NOW
Essourira

Consists of arabesques and originated with Arabic numerals

Vs

Conglomerate
9 and 9... must have 9!
Static and with little variety
option E, E = é
A little intervention was still needed in there.
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Chilly wind will soon be here and I'll be on my way. I feel like I want to travel on.
Online community disrupted by Sweat Hogs

Kotter rejects Secretary of Education nominee

Chief Blames Rubber Hose

Brooklyn fire not contained

Shia La Beouf and pals return to beloved Buchanan High

ESSOURIRA
LIGHT REGULAR DEMI BOLD

FREE QUATS WITH PURCHASE
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Steve Harvey’s wrong Champion.

Trader Joe Carries Aunt Bee’s Kerosene Cukes

In Mayberry, town folk consider vote on bathroom bill.

Opie wins! Earns county title with cane pole...

Essourira Mount Pilot’s official festoonery

Barney’s Creatine Diet Leaves Deputy Unrecognizable

Fife discovers Helma Lou’s texting affair with Ed Sheeran
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